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Abstract—Most of today’s online services (e.g., social networks, search engines, marketplace places) are centralized, which most users recognize as unsatisfactory for various reasons (e.g., centralized governance, censorship, loss of control over personal data). Blockchain technologies promise a new Web revolution (Web 3.0) through the decentralization of online services. However, one of the fundamental limitations for this revolution to happen at a planetary scale is the poor performance of today’s permissionless blockchains. In this paper, we propose ALDER, a generic construction that multiplexes off-the-shelf permissionless blockchain protocols to address the performance bottleneck due to store-validate-forward block dissemination techniques in blockchain protocols. We apply ALDER to two representative blockchains, namely Algorand (Proof-of-Stake) and Bitcoin (Proof-of-Work), to illustrate the benefits it brings to blockchain performance. Our evaluations show that ALDER can drastically improve the throughput of blockchains when bottlenecks exist.

Index Terms—Blockchain systems, performance.

I. INTRODUCTION

Blockchain systems are consistent replicated systems that operate on networks of untrusted nodes that repeatedly agree on a block of data to append to a shared log of chained blocks. Since the emergence of Bitcoin [1], permissionless blockchains have demonstrated the ability to run arbitrary distributed applications [2] with the promise of supporting entire decentralized economies [3], business ecosystems across industries [4], decentralized service infrastructures [5] and even have ambitions to decentralize the entire web [6]. The realization of these latter use cases requires efficient and effective blockchain solutions. From the oldest design (e.g., Bitcoin) to the most recent (e.g., OHIE, Algorand), the race toward more efficient and effective blockchains is still on. Although some blockchain proposals aim to replace others, it is commonly accepted that there is no single blockchain that meets the needs of the wide variety of distributed applications [7]. In this context, solutions that aim to improve the performance of off-the-shelf blockchains make real sense.

A fundamental building block that is often considered a bottleneck in blockchain performance is the consensus protocol used to agree on the next block to extend the blockchain [8].

Significant efforts have been made to enhance the performance of existing consensus protocols that can be used in permissioned blockchains [9], [10], [11] where the number and identity of nodes are known to all. However, improving the performance of existing consensus protocols in permissionless blockchains remains an open problem. There are a variety of these protocols, e.g., Proof-of-Work-based [1], [12], [13], [14], [15], Proof-of-Stake-based [3], [16], committee-based [3], [17], [14], [18] or leaderless-based protocols [19], [20].

In this paper, we focus on leader-based permissionless blockchain consensus protocols. These protocols, deployed at the heart of major blockchains (e.g., Bitcoin, Ethereum, Algorand), elect a leader responsible for proposing a block. Two effective ways for increasing the performance of a given leader-based blockchain protocol are to increase the size of the proposed blocks or to increase the frequency at which leaders propose blocks. Although these solutions seem simple to implement, they can rapidly reach their limits due to the store-validate-forward block dissemination used by these blockchains. First, the improvements in block size do not necessarily compensate the resulting increase in block dissemination delay, which caps the effective throughput. Second, augmenting the block proposal frequency also has drawbacks because it impacts the way the protocol operates along with its performance. For example in a blockchain such as Bitcoin, a higher block proposal frequency increases the occurrences of forks, thus decreasing the mining efficiency [13] and reaching suboptimal throughput.

Contributions. To address the limitations of these two strategies, we present ALDER, a general construction that multiplexes permissionless blockchain consensus protocols to append not one (large) but several (smaller) blocks to the blockchain. Specifically, ALDER lets multiple nodes propose candidate blocks while allowing the blockchain system to compose and agree on a macroblock, an ordered set of blocks. ALDER leverages leader candidates not exploited in the original consensus protocols. Leaders independently propose concurrent blocks containing disjoint sets of transactions, the union of which constitutes a macroblock. To assess the effectiveness of ALDER, we apply its principles to two family-
representative blockchains: Algorand[3], a scalable proof-of-stake blockchain, and the iconic Bitcoin. Our evaluation, involving up to 10,000 nodes deployed on 100 physical machines, shows that ALDER provides performance gains up to 300%.

Outline. First, we describe ALDER’s foundations in Section II and detail its building blocks in Section III. Section IV illustrates the use of ALDER on two representative blockchains. We evaluate the resulting systems in Section V. Finally, we compare ALDER to the state of the art in Section VI before concluding in Section VII.

II. ALDER’S FOUNDATIONS

We assume a permissionless leader-based blockchain system composed of \( n \) node processes. The blockchain system enables all nodes to reach consensus on an ordered set of blocks proposed by elected leaders. Consensus is performed in a decentralized, tamper-proof, and publicly-verifiable way. Each newly accepted block extends the blockchain. We assume that nodes implement a blockchain protocol operating under network synchrony or eventually network synchrony assumptions. We model the blockchain protocol as the composition of several steps: the election of leaders, the creation of blocks, the dissemination of blocks throughout the system, and a consensus algorithm that allows all nodes to agree on a block. The blockchain protocol satisfies safety and liveness properties, that have been translated into common prefix, chain quality and chain growth defined in previous work [21], [22], [23].

Abstracting from the specifics of consensus protocols employed in leader-based permissionless blockchains, we provide the informal definitions of these properties:

- **Chain-quality**: any (large enough) subset of an honest node’s chain contains blocks from honest nodes.
- **Chain-growth**: the chain of any honest node grows at least at the rate of successful rounds.
- **Common prefix**: the chains of all honest nodes must be identical, except for a few tail blocks that are not yet stabilized, *i.e.*, if two honest nodes discard a sufficient number of blocks from their respective chains, they obtain the same prefix.

Our work excludes leaderless consensus [19] and leaderless blockchain models such as Avalanche [20].

A. Store-validate-forward block dissemination bottleneck

Throughput and latency are key metrics to assess the performance of blockchain protocols. They respectively represent the amount of data that a blockchain protocol can append to the chain per unit of time, and the duration before a proposed block is added to the ledger. Two effective ways to improve the performance of blockchains are increasing the frequency at which blocks are proposed, and increasing the block size. While these solutions seem straightforward, they rapidly reach their limits. This is due to the store-validate-forward block dissemination mechanism used in these protocols that requires nodes to validate the content of each received block before forwarding it to their neighbors.

Increasing the block size can be counterproductive because nodes should first validate each block before forwarding it. Therefore, larger blocks would be added to the blockchain at a slower rate, which in the optimistic scenario would keep a steady throughput, but with increased latency. There are also drawbacks to increase the frequency of block proposals such as in consensus protocols whose probabilistic termination properties allow the existence of forks, usually with proof-of-work based blockchains (*e.g.*, Bitcoin or Ethereum). As the frequency of block proposals increases, the number of forks appearing in the system increases, resulting in a larger share of generated blocks not appended to the ledger. This lack of efficiency, in this example the mining power efficiency, makes the envisioned performance improvement strategy suboptimal, with a significant proportion of blocks generated quickly and not used to improve blockchain throughput. At this point, the fundamental limits of these two strategies (larger block and faster block generation) are reached, preventing any further performance gains for blockchain consensus protocols.

B. ALDER: multiplexed blockchain consensus

The work presented in this paper aims to improve the performance of existing leader-based permissionless blockchain protocols by circumventing the store-validate-forward bottleneck encountered when increasing the block size or the block generation frequency. Our approach, ALDER, consists in multiplexing the execution of blockchain consensus protocols. We call multiplexing a consensus instance the process by which the nodes in the system propose and agree to append a macroblock, *i.e.*, a set of blocks totally ordered, to the blockchain instead of a single block per round. The blocks composing the resulting macroblock contain disjoint sets of transactions.

With these new capabilities, the resulting blockchain protocol disseminates a larger number of smaller blocks compared with the original protocol. Then, the consensus protocol decides on a set of these blocks, gathered together into a macroblock by each node. This construction allows circumventing the store-validate-forward bottleneck by fine-tuning the operations of the multiplexed blockchain protocol: either by increasing the number of blocks inside a macroblock (a result of increased block generation frequency), or by increasing the size of each block inside a macroblock, or a mix of both. As a result, the dissemination of these blocks from different nodes in the system optimizes the consumption of network resources and increases the throughput of the blockchain system.

III. ALDER: MULIPEXING BLOCKCHAIN CONSENSUS PROTOCOL

In this section, we present the principles of ALDER that transform a leader-based Blockchain Consensus Protocol (BCP) into its multiplexed version BCP++ to increase its performance. Fig. 1 illustrates this transformation on a BCP in its canonical form that executes in time-based rounds: leader election, block proposal, block dissemination, and consensus.
In each round, $BCP++$ elects several leaders, leveraging the election mechanism of the original $BCP$ that identifies a node (sometimes several, either by design principle or by side effect) that must propose a candidate block. $BCP++$ partitions the transaction hash space into $Cl$ disjoint regions called buckets, where $Cl$ is the concurrency level of $BCP++$, which denotes the number of blocks composing the macroblocks. $BCP++$ assigns a separate transaction bucket to each leader in a publicly verifiable way. Then, leaders propose blocks with disjoint sets of transactions using the assigned transaction bucket. Finally, $BCP++$ runs a multiplexed version of the $BCP$ consensus to agree on an ordered composition of the proposed blocks, i.e., a macroblock. The nodes in the system wait for this decision before assembling the agreed-upon list of blocks and appending the locally constructed macroblock to the chain before proceeding to the next round.

To multiplex $BCP$, ALDER leverages three primitives: (1) transaction space partitioning, (2) multiple leader election and bucket assignment, and (3) multiplexed consensus and macroblocks. We now detail these primitives and how they relate to each other.

### A. Transaction hash space partitioning

Appending multiple blocks of transactions in a given round poses the problem of duplicated transactions and duplication attacks. Indeed, in a simple approach, leaders create blocks with the transactions they possess. As a result, some blocks could include transactions already present in other proposed blocks. This redundancy would reduce the throughput gain envisioned in our approach and increase the complexity of the transaction execution phase. Duplication of transactions also opens the doors to duplication attacks by an adversary controlling Byzantine nodes. When Byzantine nodes are elected, the adversary can wait to learn about the blocks proposed by honest leaders and have Byzantine leaders propose blocks containing the same transactions, thus reducing the performance gain of $BCP++$. To address this problem, ALDER creates a transaction hash space partitioned into $Cl$ disjoint regions called buckets, deterministically assigns each transactions to one of the buckets, and forces leaders to propose blocks with transactions from a unique bucket. $Cl$ is the concurrency level of $BCP++$, set at its bootstrap. Fig. 2b illustrates the mapping of a received transaction, $tx$, to one of the three available buckets.

Upon receiving a transaction $tx$, a node first checks its validity before computing its image from a secure cryptographic hash function. To determine the corresponding bucket number that will store the transaction, the modulo $Cl$ operation is used against the hash image of the transaction. Nodes regularly remove transactions from their buckets as transactions appear in appended macroblocks.

### B. Multiple leader election and bucket assignment

ALDER extends the leader election of $BCP$ to ensure that enough leaders are identified, to avoid macroblocks from being partially filled, and to assign a bucket to each elected leader in an unforgeable and publicly verifiable way. To this end, ALDER leverages the protocol-dependent tamper-resilient election proof employed in $BCP$ to prove the leader’s legitimacy in conducting the task of creating and proposing a block. For example, an election proof in Bitcoin is a solution to the cryptographic puzzle set by the system. Regarding Algorand, the election proof results from a cryptographic sortition procedure evaluating a verifiable random function on publicly known variables.

The bucket assignment in $BCP++$ results directly from the computation of the election proof modulo the number of buckets $Cl$. Fig. 2b illustrates the bucket assignment to a leader, with $Cl = 3$. Each block proposed by a leader must exclusively include transactions whose hashes fall within the bucket assigned to the leader. In this way, any node can validate the correct fabrication of a received block by checking its contents against the bucket number assigned to the block proposer. Using the described construction, leaders of ALDER submit disjoint blocks that can be aggregated to construct one macroblock.

We distinguish two bucket assignment approaches based on whether the election proof is known before or after the
block is created. In the first case, the bucket assignment approach is straightforward as one can directly compute the assignment decision from the existing proof. However, considering blockchain protocols, e.g., PoW-based ones, where nodes have to commit to the content of a block to generate an election proof, the assignment decision cannot be derived from the generated proof without risking a mismatch between the committed block and the resulting assignment. In this configuration, the bucket assignment approach consists in conducting altogether the block creation and bucket assignment by having each node commit to transaction buckets. Once the election proof is known, the node derives the assigned block and corresponding block. In section IV, we detail bucket assignment techniques for each approach.

C. Multiplexed consensus and macroblocks

Multiplexing consensus requires the nodes to agree on not one, but a set of proposed blocks i.e., a macroblock. Although multiplexing is highly implementation-dependent, we formalize the consensus results required to preserve the safety and liveness properties of the blockchain model we consider. The consensus decision \( d = \{h_i\}_{i \in [0..Ct-1]} \) on a macroblock takes the form of a \( Ct \)-long vector of block hash values \( h_i \) where \( i \) is the bucket number from which each block originates. Each node in the system listens for the blocks proposed by the leaders and locally builds a macroblock based on the consensus decision produced.

A macroblock is a logical composition of up to \( Ct \) blocks of size \( bs \) bytes. Each block in the macroblock contains the election proof of the leader proposing a block, along with the reference to the previously appended macroblock in the form of a hash image of the previous consensus decision \( d \). Fig. 2a depicts an example of a chain of macroblocks.

Upon receiving a block, each node proceeds through a series of validity and semantic checks regarding the block content and its creation process. Namely, the nodes verify: the leader’s election legitimacy carried out by the election proof delivered with the block; the validity of a bucket assignment to the leader; the validity of the transactions themselves; the transactions’ membership to the claimed bucket; and the presence of the hash value referencing the previously appended macroblock. If any verification returns a negative result, the node discards the block. If the block passes all checks, it is stored in a global data structure until the end of the round, and is passed on to other nodes in the system according to the block dissemination protocol of BCP++. This semantic check is not limited to ALDER and can be extended according to other protocol-specific constraints.

Upon a node receives all blocks for a given macroblock in a given round, it verifies that all blocks refer to the same previously appended macroblock, and then applies a global verification to assess double-spending attempts. Indeed, a malicious party might try to double-spend by appending transactions referencing the same unspent transaction outputs into different blocks within the same macroblock. In such a case, ALDER deterministically solves double-spending attempts by considering as valid the first transaction listed in the macroblock, and discarding the others. More specifically, invalid transactions are left unexecuted.

ALDER does not require that each macroblock contain exactly \( Ct \) blocks, as shown in Fig. 2a. Indeed, the blockchain protocols considered for BCP include existing protocols that can produce empty blocks, such as Algorand [3].

In consensus protocols with probabilistic termination (such as PoW-based ones), there could be valid blocks generated by legitimate leaders competing for the same bucket number. In this case, ALDER requires an additional protocol-dependent deterministic consensus rule assigning a priority to competing blocks.

D. ALDER Security Analysis

In this section, we give a sketch of the security of ALDER. ALDER leverages three primitives: multiple leader election, transaction hash space partitioning for disjoint block proposal, and multiplex consensus and macroblocks. In the following, we analyze each of these components in light of the vulnerabilities they may introduce.

a) Multiple leader election: ALDER extends the election mechanism of the BCP by allowing the election of multiple leaders. In practice, ALDER does not replace the leader election algorithm with another algorithm. Instead, it leverages the existing leader election protocol, which often already elects multiple leader candidates (e.g., in Algorand and Bitcoin). If the protocol does not natively enable multiple leader candidates, ALDER extends the leader election algorithm. In both cases, the resulting election mechanism does elect byzantine nodes in greater proportions than in the base protocol, and does not introduce vulnerabilities into the resulting blockchain beyond those of the underlying election protocol (in the same way as Bitcoin, Bitcoin++ will have forks and these will be fixed similarly).

b) Disjoint block proposal: Having multiple leaders proposing blocks may introduce vulnerabilities. To solve this problem, ALDER relies on a mechanism that allows candidate leaders to propose disjoint blocks. While correct leaders will faithfully follow the protocol, malicious leaders may very well propose blocks without respecting their assigned bucket. In this case, the proposed block will be rejected by the correct nodes, which will eventually check whether the leaders have built their block using the legitimate bucket.

c) Multiplex consensus: Additional verification steps must be performed by the correct nodes in order to validate a macroblock and execute its transactions. Specifically, a correct node that reconstructs a macroblock must perform the following verification. First, it verifies that all blocks composing the macroblock contain the hash of the same previous macroblock. Then, it verifies that all blocks were generated by legitimate leaders. For example, in the case of Bitcoin, the correct node checks the cryptographic puzzle solution. In the case of Algorand, it checks the proof of election resulting from the evaluation of verifiable random
functions with the node’s stake in the system. In addition, a correct node verifies that the assignment of the bucket to the leader is valid. Finally, a correct node checks that all transactions within blocks are valid (with respect to UTXO-unspent transaction output-semantics and the buckets they originate from). In addition, each node checks for double-spending transactions in the blocks composing the macroblock. Where applicable, the total order established over the set of transactions resulting from the ordered set of blocks within the macroblock allows nodes to ignore transactions spending the same UTXO more than once. The above verification allows correct nodes to discard blocks submitted by malicious leaders and discard invalid transactions submitted by malicious clients.

d) Safety and liveness sketch: We explain why the macroblockchain resulting from ALDER preserves the chain-quality, chain-growth and common-prefix properties of the original blockchain. Indeed, although ALDER increases the number of elected nodes, the proportion of elected Byzantine nodes remains the same because ALDER does not change the intrinsic behavior of the election mechanism. Similarly, ALDER does not change the underlying way nodes are selected to participate in the consensus protocol, thus the ratio of Byzantine nodes is unchanged. Therefore, ALDER does not allow Byzantine nodes to take further control over the consensus protocol, and thus does not change the properties of the blockchain. For these reasons, the chain-quality, chain-growth and common-prefix properties of the resulting blockchain remains.

IV. CASE STUDIES

In this section, we explain the application of ALDER on two different permissionless blockchains, each representative of a different blockchain family: We begin with Algorand [3], one of the most scalable stake- and committee-based blockchain protocols achieving fast transaction confirmation. Then, we cover the case of Bitcoin, the original PoW-based blockchain protocol described by Nakamoto [1]. We provide the full description of Bitcoin++ in Appendix IV-B.

A. Applying ALDER to Algorand

Algorand [3] is among the most scalable PoS-based permissionless blockchain. In the following, we explain its protocol, highlight its bottlenecks, and describe Algorand++.

1) Overview of Algorand: Fig. 3 depicts the main course of an Algorand round. First (❶), Algorand creates several committees responsible for conducting the following steps: block proposal ❶, reduction ➁, and the multiple steps ⃣ of the binary agreement of Algorand’s Byzantine agreement BA+.
To do so, each node executes a cryptographic sortition that produces an election proof and a verifiable priority value used to determine its membership in the different committees. This cryptographic sortition elects nodes at random based on their weights (i.e., their currency stake in the system) in a publicly verifiable, and non-interactive way relying on Verifiable Random Functions (VRFs) [24]. The sortition is designed to elect an expected number \( \tau_{\mathrm{proposer}} \) of block proposers and to assign each selected node a priority, along with its proof. This sortition protects nodes against an adversary aiming at learning the identity of committee nodes and forging targeted attacks. In addition, committees are different for each step of the protocol to prevent targeted attacks on committee members once they send a message.

Once elected as a member of the proposal committee (⃣), a node builds a block before sending it along with the priority and election proof value to its neighbors (⃣), disseminating these messages via gossiping. To reduce unnecessary communications(⃣), and because only one of the proposed blocks will be appended to the chain, each node disseminates blocks based on the priority of the block proposer, ignoring blocks with lower associated priorities. The Byzantine agreement procedure BA+ from Algorand reduces (⃣) the problem of agreeing on one among many block hashes to agreeing on one selected block hash or a default empty block hash. Nodes operate this reduction in two communication steps, and then reach consensus on one of these two values via a binary agreement called BinaryBA+ (⃣) requiring 2 to 11 steps depending on whether the block proposed was honest or not. Nodes wait a certain amount of time to receive priority messages and blocks (respectively 10 seconds and 1 minute, empirically set by the authors [3]). If a node does not receive a block within this delay, it proceeds to the protocol step considering an empty block. Finally (⃣), every node counts vote casts during the BA+ phase to learn about the outcome of the agreement procedure, reaching consensus.

2) Bottlenecks of Algorand: Algorand has transaction confirmation latency of the order of a minute. Despite the impressive performance of Algorand compared with the iconic Bitcoin blockchain (125-fold throughput improvement), it still suffers from performance limitations. In particular, when increasing the size of blocks appended to the chain, Algorand’s throughput rapidly saturates. Indeed, the time of gossiping blocks in the network largely dominates the duration required for the protocol to reach consensus which remains constant at 15 seconds on average. This long gossip is a significant limitation to increasing throughput, as shown in our preliminary experiment depicted in Fig. 4.

3) Algorand++: In each round, Algorand++ elects multiple leaders to submit disjoint blocks. Then, Algorand++ decides on a subset of the proposed blocks in the form of a macroblock. Fig. 3 depicts the course of a round.

a) Multiple leader election and bucket assignment: Electing multiple leaders is already part of Algorand. Assigning buckets in an unforgeable and publicly verifiable way is performed by directly applying the CI modulo operation over the election proof generated by the cryptographic sortition. To avoid buckets from being unassigned, Algorand++ must ensure a sufficiently high number of nodes being elected as block proposers. A too low \( \tau_{\mathrm{proposer}} \) value could lead to buckets being frequently unassigned, which would not only hinder the envisioned throughput gains but also lead to transactions with specific hashes being ignored for some period. To devise an appropriate value for \( \tau_{\mathrm{proposer}} \), we
rly on the uniform distribution of the probability \( \frac{1}{c_i} \) of bucket assignment to a leader, directly derived from the properties of hash functions employed in the sortition. In other words, each node has equal chances of being assigned one bucket over another; a bucket is assigned to at least one proposer with probability \( 1 - (1 - \frac{1}{c_i})^\tau_{\text{proposer}} \); and all buckets are assigned to at least one proposer with probability \( p = \sum_{i=0}^{Cl} (-1)^{Cl-i} \binom{Cl}{i} \binom{i}{\tau_{\text{proposer}}} \). We set \( \tau_{\text{proposer}} \) so that \( p = 0.95 \).

b) Disjoint block proposal and dissemination: The block proposal step of Algorand++ is very similar to that of Algorand, except that nodes can be assigned the same transaction bucket as other nodes. Because only one proposed block per bucket number will be appended to the chain, Algorand++ extends the original gossip-based dissemination protocol to reduce unnecessary communications. Similarly to Algorand, each block proposer employs an additional priority value derived by hashing the VRF hash output concatenated with publicly verifiable information of the node’s stake in the system and the assigned bucket number. This priority value is then used during block dissemination to discard blocks originating from the same bucket but with lower priority.

c) Multiplexed consensus and macroblocks: The multiplexed BA* agreement protocol takes as input a set of hashes from blocks originating from different buckets. It produces a (possibly not full) vector of block hashes composing the macroblock to be appended at the end of the round. In the multiplexed reduction step, committee members reduce the problem of agreeing on a set of proposed blocks to agreeing either on a vector of \( Cl \) disjoint block hashes ordered by their bucket number (some of which could be default empty block hashes as in Algorand), or on a vector consisting only of empty block hashes. Then, the multiplexed Byzantine binary agreement is executed to decide one of the two possible solutions. Once reached, nodes gather the blocks Algorand++ has agreed on, proceed through the checks described in section III-C, and build the macroblock corresponding to the consensus decision before appending it and continuing to grow the chain.

B. Applying ALDER to Bitcoin

We first explain the Bitcoin protocol, highlight its bottlenecks, and briefly describe Bitcoin++. The full explanations are provided in Appendix IV-B.

1) Overview of Bitcoin: The global course of a round is depicted in Fig. 6 and includes the following steps: (1) each node builds a 1-MB block of transactions and generates a cryptographic puzzle from the associated block header that contains, among others, the hash of the previously appended block, a Merkle root of the transaction set, and a nonce value; (2) Then each node attempts to solve the cryptographic puzzle and disseminates the block to its neighbors via a gossip protocol when it finds a valid solution. Bitcoin sets the puzzle difficulty to obtain one solution, i.e., one proposed block, every 10 minutes on average. (3) Upon receiving a valid block, the nodes append the latter to their blockchain; (4) If a fork occurs, i.e., more than one valid block exist to extend the chain, the nodes rely on the longest chain consensus rule by adopting the fork representing the largest amount of computation.

2) Bottlenecks of Bitcoin: The two main bottlenecks of Bitcoin limiting performance are the small block size and the low frequency at which blocks are added to the chain [13]. Increasing the block size would result in a longer block dissemination time, consequently increasing the occurrences of forks. Similarly augmenting the block generation frequency leads to the same results as it shortens the average duration between the discovery of two valid cryptographic puzzle
3) **Bitcoin++ overview**: Bitcoin++ allows multiple nodes to independently propose blocks containing disjoint sets of transactions and grow the chain by appending a subset of the proposed blocks in each round. To obtain $C_l$ leaders in the same time interval as in Bitcoin (10 minutes on average), the mining difficulty is divided by $C_l$.

   a) **Bucket assignment and disjoint block proposal**: For the bucket assignment to be unforgeable and verifiable, ALDER requires that the assignment derives from the election proof of Bitcoin++. In Bitcoin, each node creates a block and then attempts to find an election proof, i.e., a solution to the crypto puzzle. To prevent each node from mining a block that may not match the resulting bucket assignment, Bitcoin++ modifies the cryptographic puzzle by having each node commit and mine a set of $C_l$ disjoint blocks, one of which will be selected once the puzzle is solved. To do so, Bitcoin++ replaces the Merkle tree of the block’s transaction set from each block header, i.e., from the puzzle, by the root of the Merkle tree that takes as leaves the Merkle roots of the blocks to which the node is committed. When found, the node gossips its election proof and its block along with the Merkle path necessary to validate the block content.

   Because the bucket assignment process may assign one bucket to more than one leader, the time required to obtain $C_l$ disjoint blocks could be greater than 10 minutes, which could inhibit the performance gain envisioned by ALDER.

   Bitcoin++ addresses this issue by introducing a mechanism reducing the competition for the same bucket numbers. Bitcoin++ adds to each block header a $C_l$-long array called *sibling*. During the mining process, the miner fills this array with the hashes of the valid blocks it receives from other nodes and for specific bucket numbers in the same round. Suppose the miner solves the puzzle and finds an election proof pointing to a block already in use in the sibling array. In that case, the Bitcoin++ node deterministically selects the next available bucket in the sibling array.

   b) **Multiplexed consensus and macroblocks**: Each node waits to collect $C_l$ valid blocks from $C_l$ different buckets, then constructs a macroblock, conducts the series of checks described in section III-C, and appends it to its chain before proceeding to the next round.

   In Bitcoin++, forks occur when two valid blocks compete for the same bucket number in the same macroblock, causing the chain to be extended by two valid macroblocks. To narrow down the fork space probability, Bitcoin++ employs an additional consensus rule with lower priority than the Bitcoin’s longest-chain rule: when receiving multiple blocks for the same bucket, nodes prioritize the blocks based on their hash values (the highest wins) to help them decide which one to consider. We distinguish two cases by differentiating when the existence of another candidate block is known. If a node learns that another valid block exists for an already filled bucket in the macroblock for which it is currently mining, then the node selects the block with the highest hash value and updates its sibling array accordingly. If a node learns about another valid block for a macroblock other than the current one, the node selects and mines on top of the chain of macroblocks containing the highest amount of computational power, i.e., applying the longest chain rule of Bitcoin.

V. **Evaluation**

This section evaluates the extent of ALDER’s ability to improve the performances of the two blockchains we considered. We first detail our implementation and evaluation environment before presenting the performance of Algorand++ and Bitcoin++.

A. **Implementation and evaluation environment**

We implemented all baseline protocols and their multiplexed versions using Golang. Experiments were carried out on Grid’5000 [25] with powerful physical machines with 18 cores, 96 GB of memory, and 25Gbps network connectivity. In all experiments, we emulate wide-area network conditions as in major blockchain propositions [3]: we cap the bandwidth for each process to 20 Mbps and add a one-way latency of 50 milliseconds to each communication link. Each node communicates with 8 peers for Bitcoin and Algorand as recommended by the authors. In addition, we rely on a registry service to bootstrap the system: at startup, a node registers itself to this service and receives a list of available peers. Each node has access to a pre-initialized transaction pool to populate block payloads.
B. Algorand++ Performance Evaluation

We conducted two sets of experiments to evaluate the performance improvements of Algorand++ compared to Algorand. In the first set of experiments, we compare the performance of both protocols using 1,000 nodes on 10 machines. In the second set, we deployed up to 10,000 nodes on 100 machines to compare the scalability characteristics of both protocols.

To evaluate the performance of Algorand and Algorand++, we varied the macroblock size from 1 MB to 24 MB, and the concurrency level of Algorand++ from 1 to 32. Elected leaders in Algorand++ build blocks of size the expected macroblock size divided by $Cl$, while leaders in Algorand consider block size matching the size of macroblocks appended to the Algorand++ chain. Each experiment lasts 150 rounds.

We measure the round latency of the two protocols, indicating the time it takes for a block to be appended, i.e., the duration between the time a block is proposed and the time all nodes observe this block in the chain. The results are depicted in Fig. 7a. The round latency of Algorand increases rapidly as the size of the appended blocks becomes larger, reaching a latency of 134 seconds for blocks of 24 MB. Algorand++’s latencies largely outperform the ones of Algorand for macroblock sizes larger or equal to 2 MB. For instance, for 4 MB blocks, Algorand++’s latencies are respectively 66% and 53% the latencies of Algorand with $Cl=2$ and $Cl=8$. The gap between the two blockchains protocols becomes considerably high with larger block sizes. Indeed, for 24 MB blocks, we observe latencies decreased to respectively 56% and 22% the ones of Algorand with $Cl = 2$ and $Cl = 32$.

We also evaluate the effective throughput of the two protocols. Because macroblocks may contain fewer blocks than expected, i.e., $Cl$, we cannot derive throughput directly from the round latency and the macroblock size. We define effective throughput as the amount of data appended to the blockchain per second. As shown in Fig. 7b, Algorand++ outperforms Algorand in all configurations by reaching up to 743 KB/s with $Cl=20$ and 24 MB blocks. This configuration is 3.17 times more throughput efficient than Algorand with 24 MB blocks, 5.35 times more efficient than the Algorand configuration that exposes the same round latency (with 4-MB blocks), and 12 times the throughput of the original Algorand configuration with 1 MB blocks. Our results also highlight the limits Algorand++. Indeed, we reach the maximum throughput with $Cl = 20$, and increasing the concurrency level does not improve performance further.

To evaluate how both protocols scale, we vary the number of machines in the testbed from 10 to 100 with 100 nodes per machine, emulating up to 10,000 nodes. We use 1 MB blocks for Algorand and 20 MB blocks and $Cl=20$ for Algorand++. We measure performance degradation, i.e., throughput decrease and latency increase relative to the performances of each protocol in their baseline configuration with 1,000 nodes. Results in Fig. 8 show that the two protocols present similar trends in performance degradation. Further, ALDER helps to slightly diminish the degradation of performance at large scales thanks to better usage of network resources, as illustrated by the configuration with 10,000 nodes that shows 6% lower throughput degradation on Fig. 8b and 33% lower latency increase on Fig. 8a.

C. Bitcoin++ Performance Evaluation

We conducted experiments with 1000 nodes running on 20 machines to evaluate the performance of Bitcoin++ and
Fig. 9: Round latency and throughput of Bitcoin++ with various block generation frequencies

compare them to the ones of Bitcoin with similar cryptographic puzzle difficulty, *i.e.*, with similar block generation frequencies. To this end, we measure both protocols’ mining power utilization, defined as the ratio between the amount of data appended to the blockchain and the amount of data generated by the system in the form of blocks. We also measure each protocol’s throughput and block/macroblock latency (block time interval). We vary the concurrency level of Bitcoin++ from 1 to 64, *i.e.*, increasing the block generation frequency from one block every 600 seconds to one block every 9.37 seconds. To do so we reduce the cryptographic puzzle difficulty inversely proportional to the concurrency level. We considered blocks of size 1 MB. In the Bitcoin++ case, this translates into nodes gathering *Cl* blocks into a macroblock, making macroblocks of size *Cl* MB. Each experiment runs until the chains of all nodes share a common prefix of 90 macroblocks.

Fig. 9 shows the median throughput and mean block interval time for both protocols. The configuration *Cl* = 1 represents the original Bitcoin protocol providing a throughput of 1.6KB/s with a mean latency of 618 seconds. Bitcoin++ always provides a higher throughput than Bitcoin. With *Cl* = 64, Bitcoin++ provides 91 KB/s, 2.25 times the throughput of Bitcoin with the same block generation frequency, and a x57 improvement to the original Bitcoin protocol. To better understand the origins of such throughput gains, we correlate these results with the mining power utilization ratio depicted in Fig. 5 that remains steady between 0.9 and 0.95 in the Bitcoin++ case when the concurrency level increases, while dropping to 0.44 with Bitcoin. This shows that Bitcoin++ can effectively collect the generated blocks at a high block generation frequency, while Bitcoin can hardly do so. Indeed, in Bitcoin with *Cl* = 64, more than 56% of the generated blocks are not included in the blockchain shared by all nodes at the end of the experiment. This measure also helps understand the extent of fork occurrences in each protocol. The corollary of these results is visible on the mean macroblock block interval that remains at 600-650 seconds for all Bitcoin++ configurations while dropping to approximately 10 seconds for Bitcoin with *Cl* = 64. Indeed, Bitcoin can append blocks quickly, but forks occur very frequently with higher block frequency. Bitcoin++ does not suffer from this problem because macroblocks are added at a slow rate (once per 600-650 seconds), which leaves enough time for any forks to be resolved.

VI. RELATED WORK

The last decade has witnessed the emergence of propositions to improve the performance of some existing permissionless blockchains. Among the proposed approaches, sharding techniques have been applied in OHIE [15] to Bitcoin, composing many parallel instances of Bitcoin’s Nakamoto consensus protocol. Similarly, the second version of Ethereum’s consensus protocol employs sharding [26]. Decoupling leader election from transaction serialization in the Bitcoin protocol has been proposed in BitcoinNG [13]. BitcoinNG lets each leader appends multiple blocks before another leader is found and takes over with proposing new blocks. Layer-2 solutions, such as rollups [27], have been proposed to address performance improvement without handling the complexity of consensus protocols. Despite all these techniques suffering from the same performance bottleneck due to the store-validate-forward block dissemination mechanism, they are solutions that can be applied to a specific blockchain protocol only. Contrarily, ALDER presents a generic solution that can be applied to many blockchain protocols and solves the store-validate-forward block dissemination bottleneck.

Generic constructions were proposed to improve the performance of BFT consensus and state-machine-replication algorithms that can be used in closed/permissioned blockchains such as Hyperledger Fabric[2]. For example, ISS provides a generic construct for state-machine replication that encapsulates all the consensus logic under a new primitive called sequenced-broadcast. ISS implements state-machine-replication by multiplexing multiple instances of sequenced-broadcast which operate concurrently on a partition of the domain of client requests. Similar to ALDER, Mencius [28], BFT-Mencius [11], Mir-BFT [29], OMADA [10], RCC [30], and ISS are solutions that employ multiple leaders and distribute the cost of leadership among them to improve the performance of existing consensus algorithm. All these algorithms assume that the space of consensus sequence number and the partition of the domain of client requests can be evenly and deterministically shared between the multiple leaders. This assumption is valid in the case of closed and deterministic systems where the identities of nodes are known in advance, and where the consensus algorithm produces final results
frequently. However, this assumption does not hold in the case of open blockchain systems that do not rely on deterministic BFT consensus algorithms such as Algorand and Bitcoin. In this kind of system, sequence numbers and transaction domain partitions cannot be distributed between contributing nodes to the consensus because the identities of contributing nodes are not known in advance. ALDER handles this case by relying on dynamic bucket assignment according to election proof obtained from the underlying protocol. To the best of our knowledge, ALDER is the first generic construction of its kind that targets permissionless blockchain consensus protocols to improve them with multiple leaders, unlike previously listed solutions.

VII. CONCLUSION

We presented ALDER, a set of reusable principles that improve the performance of leader-based permissionless blockchains that cannot reach their full performance due to the store-validate-forward block dissemination mechanism they rely on. ALDER alleviates this problem by multiplexing the consensus protocols of these blockchains to append a mac-
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